From Central Supply to OR, Lista workspace systems help keep hospitals operating at peak efficiency. With our comprehensive range of flexible solutions and our modular building block approach, Lista can completely address the changing needs of your facility, now and into the future. Whether you require high-density modular storage, productivity-enhancing workbenches, or any other storage or workspace solution,Lista creates custom solutions without the custom cost.

**Lista: Making Hospitals More Productive.**

The unique Lista drawer is the all-important centerpiece of every cabinet and workspace system. It can be subdivided to create custom compartments for the ideal organization of surgical instruments, supplies, parts and other items of varying size.

Lista storage workspace solutions are ideally suited to address the storage problems specific to hospitals. To help you accomplish your goals, Lista solutions:

- maximize available space
- provide more clean and organized storage
- enhance productivity
- can be easily reconfigured for future uses
- improve accessibility and speed retrieval
- improve inventory management
- secure and protect expensive instruments, supplies and parts
- create an aesthetically pleasing, professional image
Ideal for hospital operating room and sterile instrument processing departments, Lista’s high-density modular storage cabinets can be configured and reconfigured to meet a variety of changing needs. When paired with stainless steel cabinet covers, these versatile solutions create a space-efficient workspace which also provides for clean, safe, highly organized and readily accessible storage of hospital supplies and equipment.

Lista Cabinets Speed Retrieval of OR Supplies at Riverside Methodist.

"We have thousands of items in our inventory – each one crucial to a particular procedure or operation. We have to be able to locate necessary items and supply our surgeons at a moment’s notice. If we’re delayed, lives may be lost. It’s that simple."

Dave Sincebaugh
Assistant Materials Manager
Riverside Methodist Hospital
Columbus, Ohio

A Level-One trauma center, Riverside Methodist Hospital is faced with severe cases that demand timely response every day. To speed retrieval times and improve organization in the facility’s Sterile Processing department, Riverside replaced its open shelves with a system of counter height Lista cabinets. No longer is valuable time wasted trying to locate instruments and supplies. The Lista workspace system has improved productivity at Riverside through tighter inventory control, increased efficiency and optimum use of space.
The modularity of Lista’s cabinets allows hospitals to tailor their storage solutions to their particular needs. For example, storage cabinets and Storage Wall® systems are perfect solutions for storing surgical kits. Workbenches with an integrated above-worksurface accessory system provide ergonomic workspaces with convenient, ample storage for your prep and pack area. And lockable cabinets store valuable inventory and equipment safely and securely.

Lista Workspace Solutions Cure Space Problems at New York Hospital Central Sterile Services Dept.

New York Hospital had serious space problems in its new wing, home to the hospital’s Central Surgical Supply and Sterile Services department - until these problems were addressed with a variety of Lista workspace solutions. In Central Surgical Supply, the hospital installed 80 sections of the Lista Storage Wall system to bring organized storage and easy access to a variety of surgical instruments and soft goods, as well as surgical trays. Technicians assemble surgical kits on Lista workbenches with stainless steel tops. Because these uniquely flexible benches can each be set up with specific supplies and instruments geared toward different tasks, the facility has seen greatly improved efficiency and productivity.

“Lista worked closely with New York Hospital to provide us with the ideal combination of workspace solutions. Lista workbenches and Storage Wall systems help us maximize efficiency in our prep and pack area, while making the most of every square inch of our very expensive storage space.”

John Meggs
Manager for Central Services
New York Hospital
New York, New York
Lista’s technical electronic workbenches are the perfect solution for hospital bio-med departments, where medical instruments and monitoring equipment are repaired and maintained. Available with a variety of storage accessories and power sources both above and below the worksurface, and with the option of ESD worksurfaces and accessories, Lista technical workbenches provide medical facilities with the utmost in flexibility, customization, organization and durability.

As the largest pediatric hospital in the US, Texas Children’s Hospital needs to keep pace with the most sophisticated medical equipment. When the Bio-Med Engineering Dept. was flooded out of its basement home after a devastating storm, the hospital took the opportunity to replace its ruined casework benches with technical electronic benches. After evaluating a number of sources, they found that “Lista was so far ahead of other vendors that it made the decision easy.” The key was the flexibility offered by Lista’s solution. The department realized the robust workbench of its dreams by taking advantage of the range of sizes, power integration and accessories available for Lista benches. Additional benefits were achieved by adding integrated above-worksurface accessories and companion mobile storage cabinets. The mobile cabinets, normally stored under the worksurface, can be pulled out for additional workspace, and can even be rolled to remote work locations in the hospital for repairs to larger pieces of equipment.

Lista Workbenches Bring Flexible Solution to Texas Children’s Hospital Bio-Med Department.

"Lista benches are perfect. They give us the ideal mix of flexibility, customization, durability and good looks. Lista helped us design a bench that would fit our needs today, and into the future."

John Weimert  
Assistant Director,  
Bio-Med Engineering  
Texas Children’s Hospital  
Houston, Texas
At Hackensack University Medical Center, Storage Wall System Is the Prescription for Productivity.

Prior to installing Lista’s Storage Wall system, Hackensack University Medical Center’s Distribution Services department utilized wire and metal shelving and wooden pallets to store hundreds of items greatly varied in size. The facility’s storage methods were neither space-efficient nor time-efficient. Today, with the installation of 54 sections of the Storage Wall system featuring combinations of drawers, shelves, wide-span beams, and roll-out trays, Hackensack has seen dramatic improvements in organization and productivity. Every item is stored in a logical place. Faster moving items are stored lower in the Storage Wall. Smaller items like surgical supplies are easily accessed in compartmentalized drawers. Bulkier items, such as custom packs for surgical procedures, are placed on shelves. The Distribution Services department is now cleaner, more aesthetically pleasing and a better environment for working efficiently.

With inventory now stored in the Storage Wall system, Hackensack’s Distribution Services department has seen a 40% increase in storage capacity. And because every item is so much easier to locate and retrieve, our productivity has increased.

Paul Onufer
Director of Materials Management
Hackensack University Medical Center
Hackensack, NJ
Every second counts in busy departments such as Emergency Medicine. The ability of Lista’s Storage Wall® system to store both large and small items in close proximity means that retrieval time is kept to a minimum. And thanks to the ability to readjust and reconfigure your Storage Wall system, this versatile solution will be able to meet your needs now and for years to come.

Storage Wall System Provides Fast Access to Emergency Supplies at Vancouver General Hospital.

The Acute Care area in the Emergency Department at Vancouver General Hospital treats the department’s most urgent cases. In a time-sensitive environment, clinicians need equipment and supplies stat. Before Lista, much-needed items were scattered throughout the Emergency Department on various shelving units. Today, the department stores everything from lumbar puncture trays and respiratory equipment to tracheotomy sets and central line kits in one convenient location – three sections of the Lista Storage Wall system. With Lista in the Emergency Department, everything is safely and systematically stored, down to the smallest item.

In this department, everything is timely – if I need it, I need it now, because I simply can’t waste time. With everything concentrated in our Storage Wall system, we know exactly where to look for things, helping us to operate at peak efficiency.

Monique McLaughlin
Emergency Nurse
Clinician
Emergency Dept.
Vancouver General Hospital
Vancouver, British Columbia
Lista lifetime warranty. Our confidence in the quality and durability of our materials and workmanship allows us to offer a lifetime warranty on materials and workmanship. Please ask your Lista representative for a full warranty statement and details.

Solutions Designed to Meet Your Needs.

Free design services. Lista’s engineering and design team is ready to provide you with a detailed plan for your individual workspace and storage needs. Lista offers detailed solutions designed for efficiency and future flexibility. We provide systematic solutions for a whole range of needs, from the storage of small instruments to complete space-efficient, productive work environments. Our years of experience in a wide variety of industries will prove profitable to you.